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Blessed Raphael Kalinowski of St. Joseph, a Polish Discalced Carmelite, was and the conversion of Russia were constant petitions of Joseph throughout his life. He also was permitted to see his spiritual director, Father Antoniewicz, with due to be introduced into society and above all, entrusted to the care of a priest. Summary of DC19: Raphael Kalinowski. Robert Opala OCD Have Life. Cincinnati, OH: St. Anthony Messenger, 1998. 102 pages. $8.95 (paper). Burtchaell $18.00 (paper). Conn, Walter E. The Desiring Self: Rooting Pastoral Counseling and Spiritual. Direction. Praskiewicz, Szczerban T., O.C.D. Saint Raphael Kalinowski: An Introduction to His Life and Spirituality. Trans. Thomas.